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We are constantly and often misinformed about the importance of 

physical appearance. In this thought provoking work, the author 

reminds us to focus on our inner beauty more than our outer beauty 

since it lasts forever. Thus, if we consciously beautify our minds we are 

more likely to find true happiness. In this book, a bald girl named 

O'miya found true happiness once she realized her own inner beauty. 

Behind every bully there's a secret or insecurity and sometimes it's 

worth finding out! In this book, Berna the bully was adopted after she 

lost her father. Although her new family loved and provided well for 

her, deep down she was very angry, insecure, lonely and sad. She 

often took her frustration out on other children until a much smaller 

yet brave kid had finally worn her bullying out!

A boy named Mike who is blind gets bullied at school and the teachers 

seem not to notice. In this distinguished, emotional and dramatic 

story, the author talks about bullying from a child’s perspective and 

the reasons why bullied children often do not tell teachers and adults 

around them. It is amazing how a child can bring to our attention how 

we react or not react to the slightest bulling behavior can make 

children lose their confidence and trust in adults. 

Hexagon Land is a playful story that will help children from ages 4 - 7 

remember their shapes. This remarkable and unique book also teaches 

about the value of Diversity and Inclusion. Children and adults can 

learn how to appreciate our unique differences. For, at the end, ALL 

the shapes learn that In Shape Village, all shapes fit right in! 




